Introduction
Jelinek 's seminal (1984) article introduced the Pronominal Argument Hypothesis into Principles and Parameters-style theories. In brief, her idea was that some languages have obligatory pronominal agreements/clitics that count as the arguments of verbs and other predicators. Full NPs in such languages are thus never themselves arguments; when present at all they have the status of optional adjuncts of some kind. This view, as developed and extended by Jelinek herself and others, has proved to be quite a successful way of accounting for the properties of fully nonconfigurational, uniformly head-marking languages within generative theory. Baker (1996) , for example, provides a whole-scale analysis of the major features of Mohawk grammar in these terms.
The main ingredients of the analysis have also been replicated for languages such as Southern Tiwa, Nahuatl, Mayali, Chukchee (Baker 1996) , Cree (Reinholtz and Russell 1994) , and Mapudungun (Baker 2000 , in progress).
Jelinek's Pronominal Argument Hypothesis can be factored into two logically distinct claims, identified in (1). (1a) is the Pronominal Argument
Hypothesis proper, and (1b) provides the crucial link between it and the nonconfigurational syntactic behavior.
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(1) a. In language X, pronominal elements (clitics or agreements) must be related to each argument position in the clause.
b. In the presence of a pronominal element related to an argument position Y, an overt NP Z cannot occupy position Y at Sstructure. Z can only be an adjunct to some constituent from which it binds Y. I refer to the syntactic configuration described in (1b) as dislocation, a phenomenon found to some extent even in English (That book, I really like it).
Following Cinque (1990) and Baker (1996) I assume that the dislocated NPs are base-generated in adjoined positions, rather than arriving there by movement, although the evidence that distinguishes the two views is slender and not particularly relevant to the main issue I want to address (but see note 4).
While questions remain about both aspects of (1), my concern in this article is to investigate (1b) more closely. There is little doubt that something like (1a) holds in languages like Mohawk. There is also a good deal of syntactic evidence that all overt NPs in this language are in fact dislocated (Baker 1996: ch. 2, 3). It is not, however, certain that this second property is caused by the first, as (1b) would have it. It is true that the dislocation of NPs correlates with the presence of agreement almost perfectly in Mohawk, since both are present in virtually every structure. But the empirical evidence for very implausible correlations is just as strong. One could, for example, say that the presence of vowels within the verb causes dislocation in Mohawk. There would be no 3 empirical evidence against such a claim, since every verb has vowels as well as agreement markers. Nor is it entirely clear exactly what it is about agreement that forces NPs to be dislocated.
Data from other languages have been used to call the theoretical connection between agreement and dislocation posited in (1b) into question. On the one hand, Austin and Bresnan (1996) argue against Jelinek (1984) (Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 1998) . Therefore, it is not clear that agreement is either necessary or sufficient to cause dislocation and hence nonconfigurationality.
The Bantu languages provide an excellent laboratory to study these questions. Descriptively speaking, they fall somewhere between fully nonconfigurational languages like Mohawk and "ordinary" configurational languages like Spanish or Greek. Subject agreement is required in most Bantu languages, but object agreement/clitics are optional, as shown in (2).
(2)
Njuchi zi-na-(wa)-lum-a alenje.
bees SM-PAST-(OM)-bit-FV hunters. 4 'The bees stung the hunters.' Bresnan and Mchombo (1987) show that when the Object Marker (OM) is present, the NP associated with the direct object theta-role can be freely omitted, freely ordered, and appears outside the VP; Mchombo (2001) adds the information that discontinuous constituents are permitted in just this case.
Chichewa with the OM is thus syntactically like Mohawk. When the OM is omitted, however, a direct object NP is required, it appears inside the VP, rightadjacent to the verb, and discontinuous constituents are not permitted, just as in English. A Mohawk-like mode and a Spanish-like mode thus seem to co-exist in Chichewa and the other Bantu languages. There are also certain "inversion"
constructions in which thematic subjects are not agreed with, so the effects of agreement on subjects can also be studied. (1a) clearly does not hold for Bantu languages the way it does for the languages Jelinek originally studied, which makes it easier to investigate the dynamics of (1b). with controversial results-fit into the typology that emerges from section 4.
Section 6 concludes the discussion.
Agreement and objects
I begin my defense of (3) by considering objects in Kinande. As in Chichewa, transitive verbs in Kinande may or may not bear an OM, as shown in (4).
1sS-T-buy-FV fruit.5
fruit.5 1sS-T-OM5-buy-FV 'The fruit, I bought it.' 6 Conceivably one might say that there is phonologically null object agreement even in (4a)-a logical possibility that Jelinek (1984) NPs (see Cinque (1990) , Baker 1996 , and A&A, among others). 3 Consider first word order. Dislocated objects are adjoined at the periphery of a clause, whereas undislocated objects are inside VP, typically adjacent to the verb. (4) already shows that "object" NPs appear in different locations in Kinande depending on whether object agreement is present or not. In the absence of an OM, the direct object must immediately follow the verb (as in Chichewa).
When an OM is present, the direct object-if there at all-must come at the front of the sentence, set off from it by an intonation break. It is impossible to have a postverbal object together with an OM, or a preverbal object without one:
1sS-T-OM5-buy-FV fruit.5
fruit.5 1sS-T-OM5-buy-FV 'The fruit, I bought it.'
Kinande differs slightly from Chichewa on this point, in that the equivalent of (6a) is grammatical in Chichewa (see (2)). But Bresnan and Mchombo (1987) show that even in Chichewa the object is not in the VP when the OM is present.
The difference between Kinande and Chichewa can be described by saying that 8 Chichewa permits both right dislocation and left dislocation, whereas Kinande allows only left dislocation. This is independently motivated by the fact that agreed-with subjects also cannot follow the verb in Kinande (see (7)), whereas this is perfectly possible in Chichewa. woman.1 AFF-1S-NEG/PAST-buy-FV CL7-thing 'The woman didn't buy anything.'
(AUG-)CL7-thing woman AFF-1S-NEG/PAST-OM7-buy-FV 'Anything, the woman didn't buy it.'
Kinande differs in this respect from Mohawk, which has no truly nonreferential NPs.
Wh-phrases in Kinande have a similar distribution to augmentless noun phrases, as expected given that they too are nonreferential, quantified
expressions. An object wh-phrase can appear in-situ, immediately following the verb when there is no OM ((10a)), but it cannot appear in a dislocated position with an object marker present ((10b) 
Agreement and Subjects
Next let us consider the relationship of agreement and dislocation for subjects in Kinande. Unlike object agreement, subject agreement is in a sense obligatory in
Kinande. There is no alternative form of (11) that lacks the subject prefix ba-,
woman.2 2S-T-buy-FV fruit.5
'The woman bought a fruit.' Kinande does not seem very different from a polysynthetic language like Mohawk in this respect.
There are, however, constructions in which the Kinande verb does not agree with the thematic subject. Rather, a variety of nominal expressions can be moved into the Specifier of TP in Kinande, and whatever is moved there triggers "subject" agreement. (12b) illustrates one such case, the so-called "subject-object reversal" construction, in which the direct object is preposed to clause-initial position. The verb comes between the preposed object and the thematic subject, and shows "subject" agreement only with the former. These sentences are best in a generic tense (they have a proverbial flavor) and they express contrastive focus on the thematic subject. including Kinyarwanda (Kimenyi 1980; Ura 2000) , Kilega (Kinyalolo 1991) and Kirundi (Ndayiragije 1999 ). OVS orders are also possible in verb-second languages like German, of course, but in German the verb does not agree with the fronted object. This is our first hint that agreement in Bantu languages is fundmentally different from agreement in Indo-European languages.
A second kind of inversion is found with unaccusative intransitive verbs, including the passives of transitives. A locative expression can come before such verbs, triggering "subject" agreement, while the NP that would otherwise be the subject comes after the verb and is not agreed with. The Chichewa version of this locative inversion construction is studied in detail by Bresnan and Kanerva (1989) .
LOC.18-village.3 18S-T-arrive-FV woman.1 'At the village arrived a woman.'
Locative inversion exists also in English (Bresnan 1994) , but in English the verb agrees with the postverbal theme, not the preverbal locative. This is the second hint that agreement in Bantu is fundamentally different from agreement in IndoEuropean languages-leads that I follow up on in the next section.
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Kinande also has a kind of impersonal construction that can be used with unergative verbs, shown in (14). Here the intransitive verb comes before the agentive subject and does not agree with it. There is no obvious Specifier of TP, but the verb has a pleonastic locative affix ha-in the subject agreement slot.
(14) Mo-ha-teta-sat-a mukali (omo-soko).
AFF-there-NEG/PAST-dance-FV woman.1 LOC.18-market 'No woman danced in the market.
Thus while it is true that all finite verbs bear "subject agreement" in Kinande,
there are nevertheless a variety of erstwhile subjects that are not agreed with.
We can therefore investigate the relationship between agreement and dislocation for putative subjects as well.
Consider first evidence for dislocation that comes from word order. In normal, SVO constructions like (11), the subject appears at the left edge of the TP. It cannot appear after the verb, as shown in (15) (see also (7)).
(15) *A-gul-a omukali eritunda.
1S/T-buy-FV woman.1 fruit.5
'The woman bought a fruit.' This is consistent with the view that agreed-with subjects are dislocated in Kinande, and are left-adjoined to TP. In contrast, the unagreed-with thematic subjects in (12), (13), and (14) are not peripheral to the clause; rather, they come between the verb and a locative or instrumental PP. This clearly indicates that they are not dislocated. Presumably, they sit in a specifier position-either 14 Spec, vP or the specifier of some functional head lower than T. As such, they come before VP-adverbs but after the verb that has been raised to T. Agreedwith subjects cannot, however, occupy this internal position. This then supports the biconditional in (3). Sample structures are given in (16). (16) The situation is complicated somewhat by evidence that dislocated, preverbal subjects in Kinande do not appear in exactly the same positions as left-dislocated objects do. A left-dislocated object is set apart from the rest of the clause by a clear intonation break, whereas a preverbal subject is not.
Moreover, a dislocated object must come before a preverbal subject in a sentence that has both, never the other way around: woman.1 fruit.5 1S/T-OM5-buy-FV 'The woman, the fruit, she bought it.'
Kinande is more restricted in these respects than Chichewa, Greek, Italian, or
Mohawk; in all of these other languages the equivalent of (17b) is possible. A dislocated object can also (marginally) come before a focused NP, but never after it, between the focus particle and the verb. Preverbal subjects show the opposite distribution: they naturally appear between the focus particle and the verb, but cannot come before the focused NP. The contrast is shown in (18). (18) These facts suggest that, although both agreed-with subjects and agreed-with objects are dislocated, they are adjoined to different positions. Dislocated subjects may adjoin to TP, below the Focus head, whereas dislocated objects may only adjoin to the very highest projection of the clause, presumably CP. The structure of (17a) is thus (19).
(19)
If a focus projection were included too, as in (18), it would come above TP as the complement of C in such a structure.
Further evidence shows that even the dislocated subject's right to adjoin to TP is not absolute. The Kinande verb always raises at least as high as T, as
shown by the fact that it comes before the verb-phrase-internal subject in (12b)/(16b) and (14). Sometimes, however, it apparently raises even higher. In (20b) it has raised to unite with the affirmative element mo-. This mo-is in strict complementary distribution with the focus particle kyo seen in (20a), so I This generalization also applies to dislocated objects; it explains why the NP 'fruit' cannot adjoin to vP in a structure like (19), producing a Subject-VerbObject-PP order in which the verb agrees with the object.
Why then can the dislocated subject avail itself of the opportunity to adjoin to TP or Foc/PolP, while the dislocated object must adjoin higher, to CP?
I assume that this is because the dislocated subject binds the highest pro in the basic clause, whereas the object does not. Because of this structural fact, the clause can be interpreted as a predicate of the subject, but not of the object, along the lines originally laid out by Williams (1980) 1Swh-T-buy-FV fruit.5
'There is not a single woman who bought a fruit.'
Augmentless nouns can be subjects in the inversion constructions, however.
Indeed, the subject must not have an augment in SO-reversal sentences ( (24a)) and impersonal inversion ((24b)): Another way to tell whether an NP is dislocated or not has to do with the scope/specificity of the NP. Dislocated NPs can have indefinite readings, but they must be specific (Cinque 1990: ch. 2) . A consequence of this is that they act like they have wide scope with respect to other quantified NPs. Consider, for example, the contrast in (28). The postverbal object in (28a) can be understood as a nonspecific indefinite, taking narrow scope with respect to the quantified subject. This sentence has the normal meaning in which each man bought a different fruit. In contrast, the dislocated object in (28b) must take wide scope with respect to the quantified subject; this sentence can only have the implausible reading that there is a single fruit that every woman bought.
(28) a. Obuli mundu mo-a-gul-ire eritunda.
every man.1 AFF-1S/T-buy-EXT fruit.5
'Every man bought a fruit.' (can be different fruits)
b. #Eritunda, obuli mukali mo-a-li-gul-ire.
fruit.5 every woman.1 AFF-1S/T-OM5-buy-EXT
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'A fruit, every woman bought it.' (only one fruit bought) (29) shows the results of applying this test to the preverbal subject position.
The agreed-with subject must take wide scope with respect to a quantified object; the sentence implies that there is a woman who bought every fruit.
Kinande differs in this respect from English, but is like Spanish and Greek, the pro-drop languages studied by A&A.
(29) Omukali a-gul-a obuli ritunda.
woman.1 1S/T-buy-FV every fruit
'A (single) woman bought every fruit.'
Overall, then, Kinande provides particularly good evidence for Jelinek's (1984) and Baker's (1996) claim that dislocation (and hence nonconfigurational syntax) is inherently related to the presence of agreement in some languages.
Neither direct objects nor thematic subjects need to be agreed with in Kinande, so minimal pairs with and without agreement can be constructed. Those arguments that are agreed-with consistently show the behavior of dislocated NPs, both with respect to word order and quantificational properties, whereas unagreed-with arguments do not. The optional agreement in Kinande thus has the same syntactic consequences as the obligatory agreement found in polysynthetic languages like Mohawk. Agreement does cause dislocation over a range of languages, including both polysynthetic and nonpolysynthetic ones.
An Agreement Parameter
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The biconditional in (3) is not a universal of human language, however. As impressive as it is for Mohawk, Kinande, and other languages, it does not hold for Indo-European (IE) languages. A&A show that agreed-with preverbal subjects in pro-drop IE languages like Spanish and Greek act like they are dislocated. My Kinande data replicates their results in this respect. But Spanish and Greek also allow the VSO order (or VOS) shown in (30b) for Greek. The subject is still agreed with in this order, but it shows no sign of being dislocated:
it is clearly clause-internal, and it can receive a narrow scope indefinite reading. 
The equivalent of (30b) is clearly bad in Kinande (see (15)) and in Chichewa (Bresnan and Mchombo 1987) . The similarities and differences between the two language families can be summarized as in (31). This is a robust property of IE languages: verbs agree with a nominative NP somewhere in VP rather than with an obliquely case-marked structural subject all the way from Icelandic in the extreme northwest to Hindi in the extreme 27 southeast. Bantu languages also have locative inversion and there-insertion constructions with much the same properties (see Bresnan (1994) ), but throughout the Bantu area the verb agrees with the locative structural subject, not with the "nominative" postverbal subject. This could be seen in (13) (repeated here as (34a)) and (14) women.2 2S-were 2S-PCPL-buy-FV fruits.6
'The women were buying fruits.'
b. Tú-lwé tú-ká-ly-a.
1pS-leave 1pS-PCPL-eat-FV
'We were eating.'
We may suppose that the theory of NP-movement requires that the thematic subject move successive cyclically from its theta-position, through the subject of the participle projection, to the subject of TP in both language families, as sketched in (37).
The difference in agreement then follows directly from (32). There is a case relationship between the subject and T, but not between the subject and Pcpl in (35). Therefore, in IE languages where agreement is keyed to the checking of case, only the tensed auxiliary shows agreement. In contrast, agreement in Bantu is keyed to specifier relationships and the specifiers of both T and Pcpl contain a link in the chain of the thematic subject. Therefore, the Bantu value of parameter (32) implies that agreement appears on both verbs, as in (36).
There are other constructions, more peculiar to Kinande, that also illustrate (32). The focus particle in cleft-like constructions agrees with the 29 focused NP in its specifier, for instance; such agreement is not usually found in IE languages:
fruit.5 5-FOC 1sS-T-give-FV woman.1 'It's a fruit that I gave to a woman.'
There is also a vP-internal particle that comes between an object and some other complement. This particle agrees with the object in its specifier position, even though case comes from the verb (see Baker and Collins (in preparation) ).
(39) Mo-n-a-hir-ire okugulu k'-omo-kihuna. In IE languages, this structure is conceivable (subject to language-specific requirements), because it is legitimate in these languages for Tense to agree with something that is not in its specifier as long as it is there is a case-checking relation. The same parameter value that allows "downward" agreement in locative inversion also allows agreeing VSO orders with no (overt) specifier of TP. The structure in (40) is not, however, well-formed in Bantu; Bantu Tense can only agree with something that is in its specifier. One might try fixing the structure by putting a pro in Spec, TP, as in (41). Then the agreement is legitimate, but the Theta Criterion is violated, since there are two argumental NPs (pro and the overt NP) associated with a single theta-role. Therefore, according to (43c) it checks the nominative case feature of Tense.
AFF-1sS-T-put-EXT
An NP can be attracted to Spec, TP in these languages, but it must be an NP that has no Case feature to check. In other words, it must be an empty category, pro. Because it is a theme, generated in VP, the postverbal NP in (47a) can get the inherent accusative case found also in double object constructions (cf. Baker (1988) ). Agents generated in vP cannot get this Case, so (47b) This can be seen as a straightforward consequence of the parameter in (43). The object clitic in both language families appears on some head lower than T, say for concreteness v. Then the substructure of interest is (49):
In an IE language, it is possible (subject to language-particular requirements)
for this agreement to be related directly to an NP in argument position, lower than the object clitic. In a Bantu language, however, this is impossible. There 36 must be a pro in Spec, vP (or the equivalent) in order to trigger the object agreement in Bantu. If there is also a full NP in the argument position, the Theta Criterion is violated. A structure like (49) is only possible in Bantu if a pro in Spec, vP binds a trace inside VP. If there is an overt "object" NP at all, it must be dislocated, adjoined to the CP as a whole. 14 Thus, the same principles apply to subject agreement and to object agreement in so far as dislocation is concerned-a very attractive feature of the current theory. 
Agreement and Dislocation in Other Languages
Whenever a new parameter is proposed, it creates curiosity about how it applies to other languages and language families. Kinande. In both languages object agreement is optional from the point of view of verbal morphology but highly conditioned by the syntax. Object agreement is required when the object is pro-dropped (see the first conjunct of (52a) for Slave, and (5) for Kinande) or dislocated, and it is (usually) forbidden when the object not dislocated but adjacent to the verb. 16 Slave is also like Kinande in that the dislocated object must come before the subject, giving an OSV order (not SOV), and is set off from the sentence by an intonation break. This suggests that object NPs adjoin only to CP in Slave, whereas subjects (assuming that they too are dislocated by agreement) adjoin to IP. Thus not only does (43b) have its Bantu setting in Slave, but (21) and (22) hold as well. Slave is another good example of a partially nonconfigurational language, in which the (1a) part of the Pronominal Argument Hypothesis does not hold, which serves to highlight the fact that the (1b)/(3) part holds in spades.
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I conclude that the agreement parameter proposed in section 3 applies in a meaningful way to languages other than the Bantu and IE languages that originally motivated it.
Conclusion
In this article, I have argued that the correlation between agreeing with a nominal and having that nominal be dislocated is very close in some languages. It is very exciting that over the last 20 years it has become more and more feasible to discover subtle and interesting parameters that distinguish (say)
Kinande, Slave, and Mohawk on the one hand from St'át'imcets, Greek, and perhaps Navajo on the other. This is true in part because better data is becoming available on this range of languages, and in part because there is increasing awareness about how the principles of generative linguistics can be applied to them, even though they look at first quite foreign to the fields that first spawned those principles. Both the empirical and theoretical advances can be attributed in no small part to the research, stimulation, and personal example of Eloise Jelinek. 41 comments and the general stimulation of working together on the syntax of African languages. I thank Heidi Harley, Andrew Carnie, and an anonymous reviewer for their comments and suggestions on an earlier draft of this article.
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